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Xin nián kuài lè! That means
The legend states that when
“Happy New Year” in
Chinese. February 5 ushers the Jade Emperor declared
in the Year of the Pig, a very that he was selecting
animals for
auspicious year in Chinese
the zodiac, all the animals
culture. Why does the pig
represent wealth and good
rushed to his palace to be
fortune? Perhaps the
included. But the pig
chubbiness of the pig indicates journeyed slowly, and when
prosperity.
he arrived, the gates were
Or maybe it is because wild
shut. However, the other
boars are known
animals pleaded with the
to be fearless and will
Jade Emperor to
run headlong into any
situation, usually winning out let him in. He conceded, and
the pig was allowed to enter
in the
but was made the last sign
end. With pigs held in such
of the zodiac. Despite the
high esteem, it may be

surprising to learn that the pig’s hardships, he still
legend
concerning triumphed and was added
the pig is not very flattering. to the zodiac.

February Days to Celebrate
Mend a Broken Heart Month
Library Lovers Month
Bubble Gum Day
February 1
Groundhog Day
February 2
Valentine’s Day
February 14
Love Your Pet Day
February 20

The Chinese New Year’s
celebration lasts not for
one day, but for two whole
weeks. February 19 brings the
five-day-long Lantern
Festival. The displaying of
lanterns is a major event,
and one of the most popular
pastimes
of the Lantern Festival
is guessing at riddles.
Riddles are written
on lanterns, and the
answers to these riddles often
involve blessings
for the family and good
fortune, reinforcing the
major themes of the
Chinese New Year.

